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INTRODUCTION
Visualization of complex information is one of the best ways to communicate its meaning. The focus of this effort is on the creation of the appearance portion a Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) file that is used to visualize ground vehicle simulations. As Figure 1 depicts, there are five essential elements that should be included within the composite VRML file for meaningful visualization effects. Only the displacement element is discussed here. The displacement element is a generic file with the ".displacement" extension that contains position, orientation, and scale information for each geometry part. This report addresses the conversion process between the Par format to the generic ".displacement" format to be used with VRML. The conversion process is accomplished with the AWK Programming Language, named after its authors (Alfred V. Aho, Brian W. Kernighan, and Peter J. Weinberger at Bell Labs), which is designed to provide easy data manipulation and extraction of text files. In this case the Free Software Foundation's GNU version, GAWK, is used. More conversion processes may be developed in the future for inclusion of other displacement file formats. The focus of this discussion is restricted to the conversion of the Par format. Section 2.0 begins with a discussion of the Par format. Section 3.0 discusses the displacement (".displacement") format, section 4.0 discusses the VRML format that will be generated from the ".displacement" format, and section 5.0 outlines the GAWK conversion processes with subsections on specific topics. ...
The first line specifies the number of bodies and number of time steps (FORTRAN format of "I3,I6") . Each following line specifies the body name in multiples of 4 (FORTRAN format "4A20") until the number of bodies is reached. Beginning at the beginning of the next line, the body number, x, y, z, and euler parameters (e0,e1,e2,e3) are specified. This repeats for each time step (FORTRAN format ("I3,7E11.4") ). 3 Note that conversion between euler parameters and quaternions is governed by The first line is a comment denoting the body name the data is for. The section begins with "#NSTEPS:" and ends with "#END". Following the semicolon character in "#NSTEPS:" the number of time steps should be given. Each line between the header and trailer contains displacement information for each time step. For each time step the position, orientation, and scale can be specified. A variable format exists because displacement information may not need each of these three components. Table 1 defines how each type is specified and what nodes are used for them (NF = number of fields in gawk). The above example file contains position and orientation (NF >= 7) displacement data, but not scale data. Note that orientation data requires position data, and scale data requires position and orientation data.
VRML FORMAT
The displacement data used in the VRML file [2] is included using the PositionInterpolator (position and scale) and OrientationInterpolator nodes as defined in ISO 14772-1:1997. A TimeSensor node and ROUTE statement are also required. The creation of these nodes is done during final scene assembly with another program. A description is included here to help understand where the displacement data is included into the final VRML scene file.
The PositionInterpolator Node template is
DEF DPx PositionInterpolator { key ... keyvalue }.
This node defines the displacement position of the geometry. By including a name to the node definition, it can be referenced later in the ROUTE statement which is based off the TimeSensor node to give motion. This node is also used for scale information since it contains the same type of information---key values are sets of floating point sx,sy, and sz data. 4 The OrientationInterpolator Node template is
DEF DOx OrientationInterpolator { key ... keyvalue }
This node defines the orientation of the geometry. By including a name to the node definition, it can be referenced later in the ROUTE statement which is also based off the TimeSensor node to give rotational motion. This nodes key values are sets of four floating point numbers. From [2] , the first three values specify a normalized rotation axis vector about which the rotation takes place. The fourth value specifies the amount of right-handed rotation about that axis in radians. The 3x3 matrix representation of a rotation (x y z a) is For each interpolator node there is an associated ROUTE statement that is based on the TimeSensor node. The ROUTE statement sets a routing path between the time change in the TimeSensor node to the interpolator node so that the displacement (position, orientation, or scale) can be looked up. This "looked up" value is then routed to a Transform node that encapsulates the geometry definition and performs translation, rotation, and scaling from the values routed to it. An example section of this part of the VRML (.wrl) file is included below: DEF Tic TimeSensor { cycleInterval 73.33 loop TRUE } ... 0 0 0 rotation 1 0 0 -1.57 In the above example, the "speed" of motion can be changed by modifying the cycleInterval value to more or less than the simulation time.
Transform { translation

GAWK CONVERSION
The creation of the displacement portion of the VRML file is done with GAWK. This is a very useful scripting language that is available for UNIX and Windows operating systems from The Free Software Foundation ("www.gnu.org/software/gawk/gawk.html") or directly from Bell Labs ("cm.bell-labs.com/cm/cs/awkbook/"). 
Figure 2 -GAWK process
Parameters are passed to the AWK script before it begins processing the input file. Output can be sent to the standard output or a specified file.
For conversion of Par files, the input process has two steps: 1) finding what bodies are available within a ".par" file and what their body numbers are, and 2) selection of which body information to extract and the actual extraction. Two separate scripts have been developed to accomplish each task.
STEP 1 INPUT
Step one is accomplished by the "parhdr.awk" script, written to extract the header information from the Par file. An example of the calling structure is given below The contents of the "par.names" file is a list of Par file names (excluding the extension). Its format contains two columns. The first column is the prefix string used for each body name within that Par file, and the second column is the Par file name. An example is included below:
A-plsttbitspreader-RMS1.50-10mph B-plsttbitspreader-RMS1.50-10mph
A prefix string is needed to distinguish between body names that may be the same within different Par files (simulation runs) from the same model. Table 2 defines and describes the parameters passed to the "parhdr.awk" script for processing the "par.names". It is assumed that all file names listed in the "par.names" input file have the same extension (in the example ".par").
STEP 1 PARAMETERS
STEP 1 OUTPUT
The output from the Par file header is written to the file specified in the FO parameter. Its format contains three columns within each section. Each section begins with "#PAR:" and ends with "#END". Following the semicolon character in the "#PAR:" header line the name of the Par file should be given. Each line between the header and trailer contains the line number (within that section), prefix and body name, and body number within the Par file. An example is included below: 
STEP 1 CODE SECTIONS
The "parhdr.awk" script is included in Appendix A. Processing for each file name is continued as follows:
1. Read prefix and ".par" file name. 2. Read body names and number. 3. Write formatted output of ".par" body names and numbers.
Note that the output format is ("%3d %-30s %3d\n").
STEP 2 INPUT
Step two is accomplished by the "par2displacement.awk" script, written to extract the body position and orientation information from the Par file. An example of the calling structure is given below 7 gawk -v SF=0.0254-v DES="./testd/" -f ../src/par2displacement.awk par.tmp1
The contents of the "par.tmp1" file is an edited copy of the "par. Only columns two and three are important. Column one does not need to be renumbered. Table 3 defines and describes the parameters passed to the "par2displacement.awk" script for processing the "par.tmp1" file. Note that the source directory will be included with the file name in the header line (see section 5.2
STEP 2 PARAMETERS
Step 1 Parameters).
STEP 2 OUTPUT
The converted file will have the same name as the body names (second column) in the "par.tmp1" file, but with a ".displacement" extension. This format is discussed in section 3.0. 
SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
A simple script based conversion process between Par and a generic ".displacement" format was described for use in scene assembly of VRML files. It should be noted that the scene assembly portion mentioned in section 1.0 could be done with X3D [3] . Currently, however, many advanced utilities, such as Cortona Movie Maker [4] will only work with VRML and therefore is the focus at this time.
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